
                                                                                           
Pre-Prep Newsletter – 28th November 2019 

Enormous thanks to all those who sent in toys for the Lalley Toy Appeal – the organiser was 

overwhelmed by your kindness and generosity.  

 

Personal, Social and Emotional Development 

Not surprisingly our main focus at the moment is speaking and singing in front of a large group and 

sharing our thoughts and feelings in class.  

 

Communication and Language and Literacy 

We are continuing our ongoing focus on listening skills – to listen attentively and follow 

instructions. Our sound was ‘s’. In Kindergarten we have formed the ‘s’ shape and done some 

shared spelling of CVC words.  Next week’s sound will be ‘r’. 

 

Mathematics 

Kindergarten have looked at number sequencing (our independent challenge was to order numbers 

1-9), counting by rote and adding ‘one more’. Nursery have been focusing particularly on the colour 

white and the number ten.  

 

Understanding the World 

In French the children have had great fun learning songs and phrases and following a story on the 

interactive whiteboard. Madame Cotton was extremely impressed with everyone in both classes.  

 

Physical Development 

In PE, Ms Forster focused on spatial awareness and following instructions through a fun traffic-

related game. We have all had the opportunity in our creative activities, to use mark making tools, 

paintbrushes, scissors and glue, to help our manipulation skills. Nursery have been focusing 

particularly on cutting skills this week. 

 

Expressive Arts and Design 

Kindergarten have had two performance practices this week in the hall and Nursery have 

continued to make a range of Christmas and Winter pictures, using different collage materials. 

Kindergarten began to make their Christmas cards, using foot and hand prints which was 

enormous fun!  

 

Information/reminders for next week: 

 Kindergarten’s dress rehearsal will take place next Monday afternoon at 2pm, so (if 

you have not done so already) please send your child’s outfit in by then. Many thanks. 

Your child will then be sent home in his/her outfit. (We will, of course, change the children 

going into Late Stay and Spanish.) 

 

 

 

 

Best Wishes from Mrs Wardle and the Pre-Prep team. 


